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1 THE RAZOR 4 EXPANDABLE POUCH

A		Razor Double Enders (only 
with the complete system)

B	Large Heavy Duty Top Zipper 

C	2 Internal Lanyards 

D	2 Internal Pockets

E		Expandable Sides 
with Zipper 

F	1 Inch Stainless Steel D Rings 

G		Mesh Pocket for 
Slates / Wetnotes 

H		2 Grommets for 
Water Drainage

1.1 PACKAGE CONTENT
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1 THE RAZOR 4 EXPANDABLE POUCH

1.2 OVERVIEW

   The completely new Razor 4 Expandable Pouch has been specifically designed to be butt 
mounted which is the most streamlined and easiest to access location in Side Mount 
configuration.

  Pockets on the waist are difficult to access due to the placement of the Side Mount tanks 
and become an entanglement hazard in low areas.

   Thigh pockets are also difficult to access due to the placement of the Side Mount tanks 
and will also have the tendency to push the bottom of the tanks away from the divers 
body resulting in “A Framing” and a greater risk of the tanks getting ratcheted in small 
areas.

   The Razor 4 Expandable Pouch should be clipped off to both of the Drop Attachment 
Points with the 2 double enders provided and will hang just below the BAT Wing with the 
Butt B Ring positioned between the bottom of the wing and the top of the pouch allowing 
easy unobstructed access to the B Ring as well. 

   The pouch will rest on top of a butt mounted primary light if one is being used and any-
thing clipped off to the Butt B Ring will be laying on top of it.

   The way that the Razor 4 Expandable Pouch is attached with a double ender clipped off 
to each of the small stainless steel D Rings sewn into the Razor 4 Expandable Pouch and 
then each double ender clipped to the Drop Attachment Points on the Razor Harness 
provides a very solid secure attachment which will prevent accidental loss of the pouch. 

   Although this is a metal to metal connection each double ender can easily be removed 
at either the Drop Attachment Point or the Pouch D Rings in the very unlikely event that 
one side of either double ender should jam closed. 
In addition the D Ring can be cut free if required as a last resort. 
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1 THE RAZOR 4 EXPANDABLE POUCH

   This position also prevents the Razor 4 Expandable Pouch from swinging from side to side 
while swimming or getting caught between the diver’s body and the Side Mount tanks.

   The Razor 4 Expandable Pouch can be either used in situ or unclipped and brought to 
the front so that the diver can see exactly what they are removing or replacing from the 
pouch which is not possible with thigh or waist mounted pockets. 

   The Razor 4 Expandable Pouch can also be clipped off temporarily to both the Shoulder 
D Rings while working with the contents if required which allows the diver to keep both 
hands free and allows easy access to and good visibility of the contents.

   The Razor 4 Expandable Pouch can be clipped off temporarily using just 1 double ender 
to the Butt B Ring or either of the DAPs if required but will tend to swing in this position 
while swimming.

   The Razor 4 Expandable Pouch can be kept as flat and streamlined as possible or  
expanded considerably by unzipping the zipper around the pouch.

   Even squashed flat the pouch has quite a large volume and will hold a considerable 
amount of gear.

   The back of the Razor 4 Expandable Pouch has a large mesh pocket with Velcro closure 
and a center tab to make opening it easier when wearing thick gloves. This was specifi-
cally designed to carry slates/wet notes and dive tables/laminated deco plans.

   The top zip of the Razor 4 Expandable Pouch is very robust and has a large tab to make 
operation with gloves easier and it opens across the full length to the pouch giving easy 
access to the contents.

1.2 OVERVIEW
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1 THE RAZOR 4 EXPANDABLE POUCH

   The Razor 4 Expandable Pouch has 2 internal Velcro closure pockets on the inside of the 
front panel which were designed to carry small items such as a backup cutting tool like 
the EEZYCUT or your Spare Side Mount Bungee.

   In addition there are internal fixing points on both sides of the Razor 4 Expandable Pouch 
and a length of bungee cord for a lanyard which can be set up in any of the following ways 
depending on diver preference:

 1.  one loop tied between both attachment points

 2.  two small loops tied either side of the pouch

 3.  one large loop tied just to an attachment point on one side of the pouch

   The bungee lanyard can be secured to the attachment point by passing one end of 
the bungee cord through the webbing loop and then tying both ends together with a 
Fisherman’s Knot. 

   The Spare Side Mount Bungee can also be clipped off to one of these internal attachment 
points if desired.

1.2 OVERVIEW
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GO DIVING! 

  There is no substitute for time spent in the water.

  Take it easy to begin with while you get used to 
your new Razor 4 Side Mount System.

  Please contact Go Side Mount directly if you have any  
questions or problems with your Razor 4 Expandable Pouch.

 Best Wishes

 HP Hartmann

  info@gosidemount.com 

  www.gosidemount.com 
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